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The Painted Decoration of the Church  
of the Virgin at Sklavopoula, Crete

Sklavopoula is a little village 20 km away from the town of Paleochora in the mountainous 
Province of Selino of the southwestern part of Crete. There is evidence that copper and iron 
were mined in the settlement in Roman times and, according to Dimitris Tsougarakis, the 
site was also occupied in the first Byzantine period of Crete (4th–9th c.) [34, pp. 272, 342]. An 
inscription in the Church of St. George at Sklavopoula, dating its earlier layer of paintings to 
1290/1291 [14, pp. 431, 432, no. 1. 5, pp. 71–72. 12, p. 211], provides the evidence that the vil-
lage existed also in the Venetian period (1210/1211–1669). There are two more religious mon-
uments, datable to the Venetian period, preserved in the village: the Churches of the Virgin1 
and of the Savior [12, pp. 213–214. 5, pp. 210–211]. Moreover, Sklavopoula was mentioned in 
a report of the year 1630 by the Italian engineer and cartographer Francesco Basilicata (Ven-
ice, Biblioteca Marciana, Mss. Ital. Cl. VI, No. 1683) [27, p. 136].

The Church of the Virgin (Ill.  38) is a single-nave church, measuring 7.66  ×  5.33  m, 
with a semi-circular apse projecting on the east and pierced by a twin-arched window. 
The church is covered by a pointed barrel-vault and divided in the interior by a transverse 
strainer arch in two bays. The floor level of the sanctuary is one step higher than that of the 
nave. This step is formed by reused marble pieces. The altar is of masonry and there is also 
a stone bench to the left and a similar one to the right. A rectangular conch is opened in 
the north wall of the sanctuary. A modern wooden templon screen separates the sanctuary 
from the nave.

The entrance door is set in the west wall and flanked by a stone frame, over which we see a 
stone relief panel inserted at a later period. It shows a foliate cross and the year 1893, probably 
the year of a repair of this wall. Stone benches are built outside the church on either side of 
the door and inside the building, along the north wall of the nave. The south wall, supported 
by two buttresses, is pierced by a window, widened at later period. The exterior surfaces of the 
walls are plastered. The church is built on an earthy platform, on which six tombs dated to the 
19th and 20th centuries are arranged.

1  I would like to thank the Ephorate of Antiquities of Chania for the permission to publish a study on 
this monument. I am particularly indebted to my colleagues Voula Sarikaki, who shared with me her valuable 
remarks on the monuments at Sklavopoula, helped me in measuring the church of the Virgin and provided 
me with photographs of the monument, and Dr. Dimitris Doumas for editing the English text. For short 
mentions of the monument’s wall-paintings, see: [12, pp. 214–215; 5, p. 202; 8, p. 398; 15, p. 31, no 87; 19, pp. 
27, 33–34, 47, 51, fig. 22].
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The Church of the Virgin is decorated with wall paintings of outstanding quality preserved 
nowadays in a poor condition. A portrait of a donor with two fragmentarily preserved dedica-
tory inscriptions (Ill. 41) is placed on the westernmost part of the north wall. The donor [13, 
p. 330, no 8] is shown as a robust young man with brown hair and short beard. He is depicted 
in frontal stance with his right hand in prayer and the model of the church in his left. He wears 
a long dark cloak with sleeves and a short green tunic with a girdle to which a sword decorated 
with pearls is attached2.

According to Giuseppe Gerola [14, p. 433, no 4], the dedicatory inscription to the left of the 
donor reads: [ΔΕΗ]CΙ[C …]/ ΤΟΥ ΔΟΥΛΟΥ ΤΟΥ Θ(εο)Υ/ ΙΩ(άννου) ΤΟΥ ΠΟΡ/ΤΑΡΙ. To the 
right of the donor there is the inscription: [ΔΕΗCΙC] ΤΟΥ ΔΟΥΛΟΥ ΤΟΥ Θ(εο)Υ/ ΑΛΕΞΙΟΥ 
ΤΟΥ […]/ Α[Μ]Α ΚΑΙ TH CΙΜBΙΟ/ Κ(αι) Τ(οῖς) ΤΕΚΝ(οις) ΑΥΤΟΥ […] ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟΥ 
ΑΜΗΝ.

We may thus assume that the erection of the church and its painted decoration were a 
collective donation by John, Alexius, his wife and his children, as well as Theodore. John 
πορτάρις, portrayed with a richly decorated sword, was probably a high-ranking officer re-
sponsible for guarding the gate of a castle or a fortress3. After the Revolution of Chortatzis 
(1272–1278) the Duke of Crete Marino Gradonico erected, in the late 13th century, the Selino 
Fort (Castel Selino) on the Fortezza hill to the south of modern Paleochora. According to 
Basilicata, Sklavopoula was under the control of this fortress [27, p. 136], which was severely 
damaged during the Cretan War (1645–1669)4. The donor of the Church of the Virgin at Skla-
vopoula may have been associated with this fort.

In the conch of the sanctuary there is the bust of the Virgin Blachernitissa flanked by two 
tiny adoring angels (Ill. 39). The Christ Child on her lap blesses with both hands. A white strip 
with the painted inscription THN TIMIOTEΡAN Τ(ῶν) ΧΕΡΟΥΒΙΜ Κ(αὶ) ΕΝΔΟ[ΞΟΤΕ]ΡΑΝ 
ΑΣΙΚΡΙΤΟΣ Τ(ῶν) CΑΙΡΑΦΙΜ ΤΙ[Ν] ΑΔΙΑ(φ)Τ(ό)Ρ(ως) ΘΕΟ(ν) ΛΟΓΟΝ ΤΕΚΟΥCΑΝ THN 
ONTΩC Θ(εοτόκο)Ν CE ΜΕΓΑΛΥΝΟΜΕΝ runs below these figures. The text is an excerpt 
from a hymn composed in honor of the Virgin by Cosmas the Hymnographer, which is chant-
ed in numerous Mariological and Christological feasts.

There are four full-length co-officiating bishops flanking the Melismos painted on the 
semi-cylindrical part of the apse. They are, from left to right, St. Athanasius of Alexandria (Ο 
ΑΓ(γιος) ΑΘΑΝΑ/CΙΟC), St. John Chrysostom, St. Basil the Great (Α[ΓΙΟC] — ΒΑCΙΛΕΙ/ΟC) 
and probably St. Gregory of Nazianzus. The Melismos shows the nude, live figure of Christ 
Child with a red halo. Eucharistic Christ lies on a paten under the asteriskos and blesses. This 
image, popular in the 14th and 15th centuries, illustrates a certain phase of the Holy Liturgy — 

2  The donors portrayed in the churches of Archangel Michael at Mesa Lakonia (1431/1432), in the 
Mirambelo Province, and St. George at Kato Floria (1497), in the Selino Province, wear similar clothes. The 
only difference is that their cloak is sleeveless and that they have no sword. Moreover, they wear a headdress 
[22, p. 186; 13, p. 338, no 48 and p. 333, no 21, pls. 16/3, 10/1; 15, p. 37, no. 138]. The donor of the wall 
paintings in the church of St. George at Amariano, in the Pediada Province, is clad in a white short tunic with 
a girdle but has no sword [13, p. 338, no 47, pl. 15/1; 15, p. 80, no. 522].
3  The word πόρτα — porta was used for a fort’s gate [23, pp. 242–247]. Guarding a fort’s gate was an office 
of great importance during the Venetian occupation of Crete [26, pp. 80–81].
4  The fortress appears in a drawing (1609–1638) by Francesco Basilicata [27, pl. 51]. Its ruins have been 
recently excavated [3, p. 338].
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from the beginning of the Anaphora up to the chanting of the Epinikios Hymn — during which 
the holy bread and wine on the altar are covered only by the asteriskos [17, pp. 94, 246]. To the 
paten’s left is the lance and to the right the sponge and the chalice partially covered by the aer5.

The pediment above the conch is decorated with Christ Anapeson6 flanked by two an-
gels, an allusion to the Incarnation, Passion and Resurrection of Christ [33, pp. 134–165; 21, 
pp. 181–196; 4, pp. 287–290], and the Annunciation. Below the Virgin and Archangel Gabriel 
there are two half-length bishops also flanking the conch. And on the bottom registers of the 
east wall, on either side of the apse, we can see two holy deacons: St. Stephen (O Α[ΓΙΟC] — 
CTEΦΑΝ[ΟC]), holding a candle in his right hand7 and a pyxis in the left, and St. Romanus 
the Melodist ([O ΑΓΙΟC] ΡΟΜΑΝΟC/ [Μ]ΕΛ[ΩΔΟC]).

The barrel vault of the sanctuary is occupied by the Ascension. The Presentation of the 
Virgin in the Temple is depicted on the south wall. This scene is included in the iconograph-
ic programme of the sanctuary in numerous late Byzantine churches due to the Eucharistic 
symbolism of the Virgin’s nourishment by an angel in the Holy of the Holies [20, p. 170]. The 
bottom register of this wall represents a co-officiating bishop, probably St. Cyril of Alexandria, 
identifiable by means of his headdress decorated with crosses. On the north wall, below the 
Ascension, the Sacrifice of Abraham (Η ΘΗ — CΪΑ Τ(οῦ) Α[ΒΡΑΑΜ]), a scene with Eucharis-
tic connotation, and the Empty Sepulcher are depicted8. Under the conch of this wall a half-
length bishop is portrayed in frontal stance.

Τhe barrel vault of the nave is divided in four zones. The upper zone of its south half, to the 
east of the strainer arch, displays the Pentecost (Η ΠΕΝ[ΤΗKOC]TH) and below this scene 
the Prayer of St. Anna ([Η ΠΡΟ]CΕΥ[ΧΗ] — ΤHC Α[ΝΝΗC]) is depicted. To the west of the 
strainer arch the Nativity (Η Χ(ριστο)Υ Γ[ΕΝΝΗCΙC]) and the Crucifixion Η CTA — BΡΟ/
CIC) are placed on the upper zone of the barrel vault. In the Crucifixion the faces of the 
personified sun and moon are depicted in medallions on either side of Christ, denoting his 
sovereignty over the oecumene9.

The lower zone displays the Birth of the Virgin (Η ΓΕΝΗCIC ΤIC Θ(εοτό)ΚΟΥ) and six 
figures from the Apostle Tribunal belonging to the composition of the Last Judgment. The 
inscription ΑΠΟCΤΟΛΙΚΑC […] ΚAΘΕCΤΗΚΕΝ ΤΟΝ ΑΠΟCΤΩΛ(ων) over the apostles 
continues on the north wall. The apostles sit on a bench looking towards Christ the Judge and 

5  An exact parallel is the Melismos in the Church of the Virgin at Meronas, in the Amari Province [31, 
p. 166, fig. 355].
6  A representation of the Anapeson at the same spot appears in the painted decorations of several 
churches in Venetian Crete [29, p. 146. 32, pp. 136–137, fig. 315].
7  This rare iconographic detail appears also in the portraits of St. Stephen in the churches of Archangel 
Michael at Kardaki, in the Amari Province, and St. George at Artos (1401), in the Rethymnon Province [31, 
p. 105, fig. 313. 11, pp. 86, 88–89].
8  These two scenes are represented at the same spot in the church of St. George at Melissourgaki, in the 
Mylopotamos Province [25, p. 462].
9  This detail is also encountered in the corresponding scene in the churches of St. Marina at Chalepa, 
St. George at Margarites, in the Mylopotamos Province, and the Virgin at Meronas [30, pp. 130, 209, figs. 154–
155, 316. 7, fig. 6].
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hold open inscribed books10. Peter (Π)11 is at the head of the six (Ill. 40), to the right, followed 
by John (IΩ)12, Luke (Λ)13, Andrew (AN)14, James (IB)15 and probably Thomas.

On the south wall, from east to west, there are the full-length figures of a monk, St. Nicholas 
([O AΓIOC] ΝΙΚΟ/ΛΑΟC) and Archangel Michael (Ο ΑΡΧ(ων) — ΜΙΧΑÏΛ) in military garb 
(Ill. 42). The archangel raises his sword with his right hand while he holds an open inscribed 
scroll in the left which reads: OΡΑC ΜΕΝ/ ΤΟΝ ΑΫ/ΛΟΝ ΤΗΝ/ CΠΑΘΗΝ/ ΤΕΘΗΜΕ/ΝΗΝ 
ΠΡΟ/ ΤΟ(ν) ΠΙΛΟΝ. He is thus shown as guardian of the church [16, pp. 284–285], of Para-
dise, which is depicted on his right, and perhaps, also of the Castel Selino, in association with 
the donor John portrayed almost opposite him. The Paradise is shown as a walled garden, 
inside which the Virgin (Μ(ήτη)Ρ Θ(εο)Υ) and Patriarch Abraham, who holds two tiny souls, 
are sitting on a bench. Between them there is a cherubim, while the Good Thief is sitting on a 
bench above the Paradise’s fortified gate which is decorated with pearls.

On the tympanum of the west wall, there is the Deisis preserved in a poor condition. Under 
this composition, to the left, there is a choir of Righteous partially preserved. On the west wall, 
to the left of the door, we see the Personifications of the Earth and the Sea releasing the dead, 
depicted in two registers. The Earth is depicted as a young woman in royal attire. The Sea (Η 
ΘΑΛΑCA ΔΙΔ[ΟΥCΑ]/ ΤΗC ΕΑΥΤΗC NEKΡ[OYC]) is shown as a nude woman with a crown 
of crabs, riding a huge fish16.

To the right of the door there is a representation of the Hell articulated in three horizontal 
registers. On the upper panel Hades is depicted as an old nude man riding a monster in a 
fiery landscape. On the two lower friezes the Damned in Hell17 are represented nude against 
a white background. The avaricious Rich Man (Ο ΠΛΟΥCΙΟC/ ΛΑΖΑΡΟC), the thief of ani-
mals (KΛΕΠΤΗC/ Ο ΛΕΟΤΙC), the dishonest farmer who changes the boundaries of the fields 
and ploughs another man’s land (Ο ΠΑ[Ρ]Α/ΒΛΑΚΙCTHC), the fornicator (O ΠΟΡΝΟC), 
the witch (H MA/ΓÏCA), and the woman who gossips (Η CΟΥ/ΡΕΥ/(τρα)) are shown on the 
upper frieze. The couple who sleep on Sunday instead of going to church (ΟΙ [Κ]ΟΙΜΟΝΤΕC 
ΤΗΝ ΚΥΡΙΑΚΗΝ), the murderer (Ο ΦΟΝ(εύς)), the woman who does not offer the loaf of 
holy bread to the church (ΟΠΟΥ ΔΕΝ ΠΡΟCΦΕΡΕΙ ΠΡΟC/ΦΟΡΑC ΤΗ ΕΚΛΙC(ία)), the usu-
rer (Ο ΖΟΥΡΑΡΙC), and the miller (Ο ΜΙΛΟΝ(ὰς)) are depicted below.

The upper zone of the north half of the barrel vault, to the west of the transverse arch, is 
decorated, from left to right, with the Betrayal of Judas (H ΠΡΟ[ΔΟCΙΑ ΤΟΥ] — ΙΟΥ[ΔΑ]) 
and the Presentation of Christ in the Temple ([H Y]ΠΑΠΑΝΤΗ). In this scene, Symeon, hold-

10  A similar iconography of the Apostle Tribunal, which is, however, depicted on the west wall, under the 
Deisis, appears in the churches of St. John the Evangelist at Asfendiles, in the Selino Province, St. John the 
Evangelist at Kissos, in the Agios Basileios Province, and St. George at Artos [18, fig. 3A. 24, p. 138, fig. 19. 32, 
p. 99, fig. 205. 11, pp. 145–151].
11  Inscription in the book: ΠΕΙΡΑC/ ΚΑΛΟ/ ΙΜΑC — ΑΔΕΛΦ(οὶ)/ ΑΠΕΧΕ/ΣΤΕ ΑΠΟ.
12  Inscription in the book: ΜΗ Α/ΓΑΠ/ΑΤΕ — ΤΑ [ΕΓ]ΚΟC/ΜΙΑ.
13  Inscription in the book: ΟΥΡΑ/ΝΟC ΚΑΙ Η ΓΗ/ ΠΑΡΑΛΥ — CΕΤΑΙ Ι ΔΑΙ/ ΛΟΓΙ/ ΜΟΥ ΟΥΝ.
14  Inscription in the book: ΠΡΟC/ΕΧΕΤΕ/ ΑΙΑΥ — ΤΟΥ(ς) Κ(αὶ)/ ΓΑ..Τ./ ΤΟΥ Π.
15  Inscription in the book: ΘΙΑ./[…]Δ[…]/ΤΕ. — ΗΜΕ/ΡΑC / ΟΥΔ.
16  Cf. the Personification of the Sea in the church of St. John the Evangelist at Kissos [32, p. 104, fig. 214].
17  With the exception of the woman who gossips, all the damned in the church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula 
are encountered in the depiction of the Hell in the Church of St. John the Baptist at Axos, in the Mylopotamos 
Province [2, pp. 180–184].
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ing Christ Child, stands to the right of a ciborium. Prophetess Anna is depicted behind him 
holding an open scroll with the inscription TOYT[O]/ TO BΡ[E]/ΦΟC OY(ρανὸν)/ΚΑΙ Γ(ῆν). 
The two registers below these scenes, looking from west to east, display six apostles of the Last 
Judgment sitting on a bench and the Virgin Blessed by the Priests (H ΕΥΛΟΓΙCIC — ΠAΡA 
Τ(αῖς) ΙΕΡΑΙC). Over the apostles runs the inscription ΚΡΙΝΟΝΤΑC ΦΗΛ[ΑC…] ΑΠΑCΑC 
ΗC(ραὴ)Λ ΑΙ ΔΗ Τ. The apostles are (from left to right): Paul (ΠΑ)18, Matthew (MAΘ)19, Marc 
(MA)20, Bartholomew (B)21, Simon (CI)22, and Philip (Φ)23.

To the east of the strainer arch the Doubting of Thomas (H ΨΙΛΑ[ΦΗ]CIC Τ(οῦ) ΘΟΜ[Α]) 
(Ill.  43) is painted on the upper part of the barrel vault and the Anastasis (Η Χ(ριστο)Υ 
ΑΝΑ[CΤΑCIC]) on the lower. The north wall of the nave, from west to east, is decorated with 
the donor portrait, the figures of the military saints Demetrius (Ο ΑΓ(ιος) ΔΗΜΙΤΡΙ/ΟC), 
Theodore (Ο ΑΓ(ιο)C ΘΕΟΔΩΡΟC) and George on horseback (Ill. 44), as well as a representa-
tion of the Virgin Hodegetria enthroned.

On the apex of the transverse arch, the Holy Mandylion ending in two knots24, with the 
inscription I(ησοῦ)C [X(ριστό)C], is flanked by four full-length figures of prophets. They are 
very badly preserved except for David (Ill. 45) and Solomon. David holds an open scroll with 
the inscription ΑΝΕΒ/Η Ο Θ(εὸ)C/ ΕΝ ΑΛ/ΛΑΓΜ/Ο K(ύριο)C which is an excerpt from the 
46th psalm.

The iconographic program of the Church of the Virgin includes seven scenes from the 
Dodekaorton. The Christological cycle was enriched with one episode from the Passion cycle 
and two scenes from the Eothina cycle, which emphasize the idea of salvation, further accen-
tuated by the depiction of Christ Anapeson and related to the donors’ prayers. The restricted 
Mariological cycle, which consists of four scenes, and the portrait of the Hodegetria included 
in the program for the church are dedicated to the Virgin, who is, moreover, the most impor-
tant intercessor for the salvation of mankind. The eschatological character of the program is 
further accentuated by the large composition of the Last Judgment in the western part of the 
church in association with St. Nicholas, an intercessor par excellence, and Archangel Michael, 
the psychopompos and the guardian of Paradise’s gate. Female saints were omitted from the 
iconographic program in question. On the other hand, an emphasis was given to the portraits 
of Sts. Demetrius, Theodore and George, which may betray a particular devotion of the donor 
John, being a military officer, to “military” saints.

The wall paintings in the Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula may be attributed to the 
work of two first class artists and of at least one assistant. The first painter, rather a “portrait 
master”, was probably responsible for the hagiographic portraits of the nave and the figures 
in the semi-dome of the sanctuary. These figures, with best preserved examples the Virgin 

18  Inscription in the book: ΒΛ(έ)/ΠΕΤΕ Α/ΔΕΛ — ΦΙ Μ/ΟΥ ΑΚΡΙ/ΒΟC.
19  Inscription in the book: Ο ΜΙ/ ΓΑΡ ΕΛ/ΘΗ — ΟΥ Ι ΓΕ/ΝΕΑ/ ΑΥΤΙ.
20  Inscription in the book: ΒΛΕ/ΠΕΤΕ/ ΜΗ ΠΛΑ — ΝΗΘΙ/ΤΕ ΟΥ/ ΓΑΡ Ο.
21  Inscription in the book: ΙΔΟΥ/ ΗΛΘΕ/ Ο Κ(ύριος) — ΠΟΙΗ/CΕ ΚΡΙ/CΙN IA/ΤΑΙ.
22  Inscription in the book: ΟΡΑ/ΤΕ Α/ΓΑΠΗ/ΤΟΙ — Η/ΑCΙC Α/ΠΟΓΙ/ΝΟ C.
23  Inscription in the book: ΑCΦΑ/ΛΕΙCΑ/CΤΕ ΕΑΥ — ΤΟΥC/ ΤΙC ΩΡΑC ΕΚΙ/ΝΗC.
24  Cf. the depiction of the Mandylion in the churches of St. Nicholas outside Meronas, Archangel Michael 
at Kardaki, St. George at Cheliana (1319), in the Mylopotamos Province, and St. Paraskevi at Arkadi, in the 
Rethymnon Province [31, pp. 283–284, figs. 431, 301; 30, fig. 175; 28, p. 348, fig. 79].
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Blachernitissa (Ill. 40), Archangel Michael (Ill. 42) and the “military” saints (Ill. 44), emit 
strong monumentality and reveal a deep indebtedness to classical models. Moreover, they 
are characterized by an introspective mood. Their faces are thin and elongated, with subtle 
modeling and fine, carefully drawn physiognomic traits. Their distant and melancholic glance 
is accentuated by the oval thick eyebrows and the brown shading on the eyelid and below 
the eye. In addition, white brushstrokes highlight the corner of the eyes, the nose and the 
forehead. Figures by this painter find close stylistic parallels in the frescoes of the west cupola 
in the Church of the Holy Apostles at Leondari, in the Peloponnese, related to the art of the 
capital and dated on stylistic grounds to between 1370 and 139025.

The second artist was probably responsible for the scenic representations, the co-officiating 
bishops and the figures of the transverse arch. He was also an accomplished painter character-
ized by a somewhat expressionistic handling of the brushwork. Figures by this master indicate 
an awareness of the outer world. Their faces are fleshier, with a rather harsh modeling, and 
their sharp glance is accentuated by linear, oblique eyebrows and brown shading on the eye-
lids. The drapery is rendered in numerous folds with their contours in a dark tone of the local 
color and large highlighted areas in white.

The scenes of the Christological cycle are rather crowded compositions with an architec-
tural backdrop of a rather simple character (Ill. 43). The human figures and the architecture 
coexist in a harmonious dialogue which conveys a feeling of space, while red draperies are 
floating between the buildings creating decorative effects. The gamut of colors is rich, vivid 
red, ochre, emerald green, gray blue being the dominant colors.

The refined style of the wall paintings in the Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula can be as-
sociated with a stylistic trend of late Byzantine painting. This trend, revealing a classicist taste 
of undoubtedly Constantinopolitan origin, is represented in Crete by the painted decoration 
of about 24 churches assigned to the period between 1380 and 1417 [8; 7, pp. 417, 422–424; 9, 
pp. 236–237; 24, pp. 147–148]. Although no comparative material from contemporary mon-
umental painting in Constantinople is extant, written sources provide evidence of travelling 
artists from Constantinople to Crete as well as the patriarch’s interest in the Cretan ecclesiastic 
life [9, pp. 240–241; 6, pp. 113–114]. Constantinopolitan masters could have worked together 
with Cretan painters and apprentices in Cretan churches of aristocratic patronage.

A key monument for understanding aforementioned artistic developments in Crete is the 
Church of the Virgin at Meronas, with frescoes similar in style with those in the Church of the 
Virgin at Sklavopoula26. The erection of the church at Meronas and its painted decoration are 
securely associated with the prominent Cretan family of Kallergis by means of the depiction in 
relief and fresco of their coat of arms [8, pp. 409–410; 6, p. 105, figs. 1–2; 7, p. 417). The aris-
tocratic donor of this church, probably Matthew Kallergis [6, p. 114], may have engaged one 
or more Constantinopolitan artists for its decoration. The outcome is a work of exceptional 

25  E.g. the figure of Archangel Michael in the church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula (Ill. 42) and the figure 
of the archangel above the south window of the western cupola in the church of the Holy Apostles at Leondari 
[1, fig. 10]. For the dating of these frescoes, see [1, p. 171].
26  The figural types in both churches belong to the same artistic tradition. For example, St. Athanasius of 
Alexandria and Prophet David (Ill. 45) in the church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula bear many stylistic affinities 
with the co-officiating bishops in the church of the Virgin at Meronas [31, figs. 358–360]. See also 7, p. 426.
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quality, dated on stylistic grounds between 1380 and 1390 [8, p. 406; 6, p. 112; 5, p. 199]. A 
metropolitan origin of the artists who painted the frescoes of the Virgin at Sklavopoula, which 
share iconographic and stylistic resemblances with those at Meronas, may also be suggested. 
Although the worn dedicatory inscription of the church does not inform us nowadays on the 
status of Alexius and Theodore, it indicates that the donor John was probably a high-ranking 
military officer who may have engaged the Meronas workshop for the murals of the church of 
the Virgin at Sklavopoula.

Moreover, a comparison of the wall paintings of the Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula 
with those in the Church of St. Athanasius at Kephali27, in the Kissamos Province, dated by 
inscription to the year 1393, revealed stylistic affinities in the rendering of figures and articu-
lation of compositions indicating that at least one painter, probably the “master of the compo-
sitions”, participated in both projects. Further resemblances of facial types and the rendering 
of figures can be observed between the Sklavopoula frescoes and the wall paintings in the 
Churches of St.  John the Baptist at Erfoi28 and St. George at Melissourgaki29, in the Mylo-
potamos Province, as well as of the Savior at Agios Ioannis30, in the Agios Basileios Province, 
dated on stylistic grounds to the last decade of the 14th century and around 1400. Compared 
with the wall paintings in the Church of St. George at Artos from the year 1401, the frescoes 
of the Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula also reveal similar compositional approaches31. 
The aforementioned stylistic affinities favor our conclusion that the painted decoration of the 
Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula dates to the last decade of the 14th century.

Title. The Painted Decoration of the Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula, Crete.
Author. Jenny Albani — Ph. D., tutor. Hellenic Open University, Parodos Aristotelous 18, 26335 Patra, 

Greece). jennyalbani@gmail.com
Abstract. The Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula in the Selino Province of the southwestern part of Crete 

is a single-nave church decorated with wall paintings of outstanding quality preserved nowadays in a poor 
condition. According to the painted dedicatory inscription, John, probably a high-ranking officer responsible 
for guarding the gate of the fort (presumably, the Castel Selino in the modern Paleochora), Alexius, his wife 
and his children, and Theodore were the donors of the erection and decoration of the church.

The iconographic program of the wall paintings includes seven scenes from the Dodekaorton. The 
Christological cycle was enriched with one episode from the Passion cycle and two scenes from the Eothina 
cycle, which emphasize the idea of salvation. A restricted Mariological cycle, which consists of four scenes, 
and a portrait of the Virgin Hodegetria was also included in the program since the church is dedicated to the 
Virgin, who is the most important intercessor for the salvation of mankind. The eschatological character of the 

27  E.g. the group of the Apostles in the scene of the Doubting of Thomas at Sklavopoula (Ill. 43) and the 
group of the Apostles in the scene of the Washing of the Feet at Kephali [29, fig. 130].
28  E.g. two Apostles of the Pentecost at Sklavopoula and Prophet Kings David and Solomon of the 
Anastasis at Erfoi [30, fig. 256].
29  The modeling of the face of the angels raising the Glory of Christ in the Ascension at Sklavopoula 
is comparable to that of the corresponding figure in the church of St. George at Melissourgaki [25, fig. 3]. 
Comparable are also the scenes of the Empty Sepulcher and the Betrayal at Sklavopoula with the corresponding 
scenes at Melissourgaki [25, figs. 6, 8].
30  E.g. the figure of St.  Gregory of Nazianzus in the church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula and that of 
St. Athanasius in the church of the Savior at Agios Ioannis [32, fig. 26] as well as the figure of the Virgin inside 
the Paradise in the church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula and that of the Virgin in the church of the Savior at 
Agios Ioannis [32, fig. 24].
31  E.g. the Betrayal of Judas, the Doubting of Thomas, and the Apostle Tribunal [29, fig. 135; 11, pls. I.2, 
IΔ. 1–2].
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program is further accentuated by the large composition of the Last Judgment in the west part of the church 
in association with St. Nicholas, an intercessor par excellence, and Archangel Michael, the psychopompos and 
guardian of the Paradise’s gate.

The wall paintings of the Church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula may be attributed to the work of two first 
class artists and at least one assistant. On stylistic grounds, they date to the last decade of the 14th century. 
Their refined style can be associated with a classicist stylistic trend of undoubtedly Constantinopolitan origin, 
which is represented on Crete by painted decorations of about 24 churches assigned to the period between 
1380 and 1417.

Keywords: wall paintings; Venetian period; donor portrait; dedicatory inscription; Dodekaorton; Passion 
cycle; Eothina cycle; Last Judgment; classicist stylistic trend.

Название статьи. Фрески церкви Богородицы в Склавопуле (о. Крит).
Сведения об авторе. Албани Дженни — Ph. D., преподаватель. открытый греческий университет, 

проезд Аристотеля, 18, Патра, Греция, 26335. jennyalbani@gmail.com 
Аннотация. церковь Богородицы в деревне Склавопула (епархия Селино, юго-западный Крит) 

— небольшая однонефная постройка, украшенная фресками исключительного художественного ка-
чества, которые дошли до наших дней в сложном состоянии сохранности. В соответствии с посвяти-
тельной надписью, Иоаннис — вероятно, военный высокого ранга, ответственный за охрану ворот 
форта (по всей видимости, замка Селино в северной Палеохоре), Алексий, его жена и его дети, а 
также Феодора являлись донаторами, благодаря которым была возведена и оформлена эта церковь. 

Программа росписи включает семь сюжетов из Додекаортона. Христологический цикл обогащен сце-
ной из цикла Страстей и двумя сценами из евангельских стихир, в которых подчеркнута идея спасения. 
Мариологический цикл, пусть и ограниченный, состоящий всего из четырех сцен и изображения Богома-
тери одигитрии, также включен в ансамбль, поскольку церковь посвящена Деве Марии — главной заступ-
нице рода человеческого на пути ко спасению. Эсхатологический характер программы сказался также в 
особом значении, приданном св. Николаю, предстательствующему за людей, и архангелу Михаилу, пси-
хопомпу и стражу райских дверей, в большой композиции «Страшного суда» в западной части церкви.

В создании росписей в церкви Богородицы в Склавопуле, очевидно, участвовали два первокласс-
ных мастера и по меньшей мере один подмастерье. они могут быть датированы на основании сти-
листики последним десятилетием XIV в. Их изысканный стиль связан с классицизирующей тенден-
цией несомненно константинопольского происхождения, которая представлена на Крите росписями 
двадцати четырех церквей, относящихся к периоду между 1380 и 1417 гг.

Ключевые слова: фрески; венецианский период; портрет донатора; посвятительная надпись; До-
декаортон; страстной цикл; евангельские стихиры; Страшный суд; классицизирующая стилстическая 
тенденция. 
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Ill. 38. The church 
of the Virgin at 
Sklavopoula, Crete. 
View from North-West

Ill. 39. Virgin Blachernitissa 
and Child flanked by 
adoring Angels. The church 
of the Virgin at Sklavopoula, 
Crete

Ill. 40. Apostles Peter, John 
and Luke. Detail of the 
Apostolic Tribunal. The 
church of the Virgin at 
Sklavopoula, Crete
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Ill. 41. The donor portrait and the dedicatory inscriptions. 
The church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula, Crete

Ill. 42. Archangel Michael. The church of the Virgin  
at Sklavopoula, Crete

Ill. 43. Doubting of Thomas.The church of the Virgin  
at Sklavopoula, Crete

Ill. 44. Saints George and Theodore on horseback.  
The church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula, Crete

Ill. 45. Prophet David. Detail.  
The church of the Virgin at Sklavopoula, Crete




